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Scholastic Discover More™: Farm 
Farm is full of facts and engaging images of a 
farm hard at work. Favorite baby and fully-grown 
farm animals are encountered, alongside the less 
visited aspects of farm life, such as grain silos 
and orchards, to ensure that this book is familiar 
and informative. See mighty farm machines up 
close and find out where our food really comes 
from as the farmer works hard through the 
hanging seasons. Great pictures, clear  layouts, 
simple words, and word-picture relationships 
make these books perfect for children first 
encountering information books and reading. 
Vetted by literacy experts.                

9780545365710 PB $7.99 

Scholastic Discover More™: See 
Me Grow 

See Me Grow is packed with animals growing up 
from baby to adult. Recognizable animals, such 
as puppies and elephants, are combined with 
more unusual babies, such as baby bees and 
strange shark eggs. Every animal group is 
covered, whether mammals or egg-layers, and 
unconventional life cycles such as tadpole to 
frog and caterpillar to butterfly are also featured. 
Great pictures, clear layouts, simple words, and 
word-picture relationships make these books 
perfect for children first encountering information 
books and reading. Vetted by literacy experts.

9780545345132 POB $7.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Visit www.scholastic.com/discovermore



Scholastic Discover More™: 
Penguins 

Small in size but big in personality, stars of 
movies, TV, and games, penguins are loved by 
kids everywhere. This book reveals their real 
lives, far beyond our wildest imagination! Meet 
every one of the seventeen different kinds of 
penguin; discover how they eat, sleep, talk, 
walk, and swim; and of course, the wonderful 
stories of how they look after their eggs and 
chicks. Learn how penguins and their icy 
Antarctic home are threatened and simple things 
you can do to help out. Fantastic photos, 
structured layouts, and age-appropriate 
vocabulary entice newly confident readers into 
the world of information books. Data boxes, 
maps, and stats encourage related numeracy 
and science skills. Vetted by literacy experts.

9780545330244 Flexibound $12.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com



Scholastic Discover More™: 
Planets 

All children want to learn their place in the 
universe, discover how our planet fits into the 
solar system, and are blown away by the crazy, 
big facts and stats of space. Welcome to a tour 
of the major planets, moons, dwarf planets, 
asteroids, comets, and other rocks and gas that 
orbit the sun. And there's lots to do! Track Venus 
at night, create alien life, and interact with the 
brave men and women of the International 
Space Station to unlock the secrets of the Milky 
Way. Fantastic photos, structured layouts, and 
age-appropriate vocabulary entice newly 
confident readers into the world of information 
books. Data boxes, maps, and stats encourage 
related numeracy and science skills. Vetted by 
literacy experts. 

9780545330282 Flexibound $12.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com



Scholastic Discover More™: The 
Elements Discovering the elements is 
discovering life itself. What are we and our 
universe made from? Everything we are, and 
see around us, and create, is made up of more 
than ninety elements, many of which have 
existed since the beginning of time and space. 
This book is more than a walk through the 
periodic table. It explains the tremendous forces 
of star birth and death that create elements. It 
chronicles the history of their discovery and the 
impact of their science on every aspect of our 
daily lives, from medicine to technology, 
architecture to the environment. Beautiful 
photographs make apparently ordinary 
substances, their extraction, and their change 
look quite extraordinary. Cool, modern graphics 
grab kids’ attention. Layouts are structured for 
reluctant and eager readers alike —learn a little 
or learn a lot—and there’s advice on where to 
find out more. Includes thought-provoking math 
and science concepts: cause and effect and 
sequence and prediction. Vetted by literacy 
experts. 9780545330190 Flexibound $15.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com



Scholastic Discover More™: 
Ocean and Sea We know more about Mars 
than we do about the oceans. Yet every child is 
fascinated by sharks, tsunamis, coral reefs, and 
super strange-looking fish. This book is a 
genuine contribution to our understanding of the 
world's last wilderness. It introduces ocean 
water, geology, and geography, then moves on 
to a stunning catalogue of ocean life, from the 
smallest sponge to the largest whale. Beautiful 
original photographs are combined with up to-
the-minute factual knowledge from marine 
biologists around the world. The human impact 
on the ocean is explained and challenged, 
actions are suggested, and young readers are 
introduced to a world of information and activity 
outside the book. Cool, modern graphics grab 
kids’ attention. Layouts are structured for 
reluctant and eager readers alike—learn a little 
or learn a lot—it’s your information journey. 
Includes thought-provoking math and science 
concepts: cause and effect and sequence and 
prediction. Vetted by literacy experts. 
9780545330220 Flexibound $15.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com



I Spy Sticker Book

I Spy Sticker Book is a new, exciting 
way to play the I Spy game. Kids 
love stickers, and they’ll have a blast 
with the riddle spreads, activity 
spreads, and over five hundred 
reusable I Spy stickers. All-new, 
easy-to-read riddles are paired with 
Walter Wick’s fun photographs 
culled from previously published I 
Spy readers. Children can place I 
Spy stickers on the activity spreads 
and create their own search-and-find 
adventures! 

9780545390743 PB $10.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

4+
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How Do Dinosaurs Eat Cookies? These classic, 
bestselling characters from Jane Yolen and Mark Teague 
are through eating dinner and they are ready for dessert! 
With cookie-themed scratch-and-sniff scents throughout, 
Jane Yolen and Mark Teague’s deliciously funny dinosaurs 
are given a brand-new sense, the sense of smell! With the 
aromas of chocolate, cinnamon, strawberry, and more, this 
is definitely the sweetest treat for all dinosaur fans!         
Includes 3 Dino-Cookie Recipes 

• Cinnama-Saurus Rex (Cinnamon Oatmeal Cookie)             
• Choco-Chunk-A-Dactyl (Chocolate-Chocolate Chip 
Cookies)                                                        
• Fossilized Lemon Tracks (Lemon Sugar Cookies) 

9780545382533 BB $7.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

2+

Also Available

How Do Dinosaurs 
Play All Day?
978-0-545-23653-9  
$6.99 PB

How Do Dinosaurs 
Go Up and Down?
978-0-545-27942-0  
$7.99 BB

How Do Dinosaurs 
Laugh Out Loud?
978-0-545-23652-2  
$7.99 BB
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There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed 
a Clover           

Sheeeeeee’s back! That lovely old lady has returned 
just in time for St. Patrick’s Day. Now she’s swallowing 
items to make the perfect rainbow for a pot of gold to 
be hidden behind. 

9780545352222 PB $6.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

3+

0+

Animals on the Farm 

With farm animals here and farm animals there,  
Hear a baa? There’s a baa! Hear a quack? There’s 
a quack! In fact, you can hear all of your favorite 
barnyard animals with Animals on the Farm! Using 
photographs throughout, children will hear and 
learn about their favorite farm animals in this 
interactive new sound book. Kids can even dance 
along with a barnyard song! 

9780545382502 BB $9.99

January 2012



Goodnight, I Love You Caroline Jayne 
Church and her lovable, huggable toddlers are 
back! A bestselling author and illustrator, Church’s 
books have been enormously successful but none 
have done better than her padded board books: I 
Love You Through and Through and How Do I 
Love You? Now Church brings us Goodnight, I 
Love You—the quintessential get-your-children-
ready-for-bedtime book. With the charming 
illustrations that we have come to know and love 
and wonderful rhyming text, this book will no doubt 
be a success through and through. 
9780545392150 Padded BB $8.99

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

Scholastic Reader Level 1: Max Spaniel 
#2: Funny Lunch David Catrow’s lovable spaniel 
is back for his second adventure, now in paperback! 
Readers will dine with delight as Chef Max serves up 
one hysterical meal after another at his very own diner. 
New readers will laugh out loud as Max’s pizza pie 
special creates one wacky lunchtime. 

9780545057509 PB $3.99 

3+

4+
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Scholastic Reader Level 1: 
BOB Books #2: Cupcake 
Surprise! In this second story, 
brother and sister (Jack and Hannah) 
decide to make a batch of cupcakes as 
a surprise for their father. But when 
their little puppy knocks all the 
cupcakes on the floor, Jack and 
Hannah need to find a new surprise for 
dad. 

9780545382694 PB $3.99

Scholastic Reader Level 1: 
BOB Books #1: The New 
Puppy In this first story, brother and 
sister (Jack and Hannah) think getting 
a new puppy will be a lot of fun. But 
they soon discover it’s a lot of work, 
too!

9780545382687 PB $3.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

4+

Scholastic is the most trusted name in learning and Bob 
Books has become the most trusted name in learning to 

read. For years, parents trying to teach their children to read 
have flocked to the BOB Books boxed sets, making it the #1 

bestselling learn-to-read program in the United States. Over 3 
million children can now say, “I read the whole book!” thanks 

to Bob Books. 

January 2012



#48: The Mystery in Venice 

When my friend Petunia Pretty Paws gave me a crystal 
figurine of a boat as a gift, I had to accept it. After all, I 
have the biggest crush on Petunia! But oh, was that 
crystal boat ugly! So I wasn’t too sad when my cousin 
Trap accidentally broke it, especially when I discovered 
a piece of paper inside with a mysterious message from 
someone in Venice, asking for help. After all, a 
gentlemouse never ignores a request for assistance. So 
I, Geronimo Stilton, would do whatever it took to save 
the day!

9780545340977 PB $7.99

#1: School. Hasn’t This Gone on Long Enough? 
Dear Dumb Diary is a hilarious hit! Now after twelve 
books (each covering a month of her life), Jamie 
Kelly’s upcoming diaries have a fresh look and a fun 
twist. It’s Dear Dumb Diary: Year Two! The diary 
entries are still laugh-out-loud funny—but this is a 
whole new beginning. Everything is another year 
dumber! As Jamie grapples with school, grades, and 
more of middle school’s Big Questions, don’t miss 
even more of her words of wisdom like, “If someone is 
really, really intelligent, it would be polite if they would 
ugly it up a bit before they left the house.” (Jamie 
STILL has no idea that anybody is reading her diary. 
So please, please, please don’t tell her.) 
9780545377614 PB $5.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

7+

8+
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Archvillain #2: The Mad Mask Things 
haven’t been going well for Kyle since Mighty Mike 
became the new town hero. He’s pretty sure he could 
fix this disaster if he could expose Mike’s secret (he’s 
an alien), but to do that Kyle would have to admit he 
is the Azure Avenger—the unintentional town 
archvillain. One night a new masked hero, aptly 
named the Mad Mask, arrives, boasting to the Azure 
Avenger of an off the-charts IQ and superior 
superpowers. Yet the Mad Mask has come seeking 
intellectual assistance in building Ultitron (the robot of 
all robots). In exchange he offers to allow the Azure 
Avenger use of the awesome Ultitron to rid the world, 
or at least Bouring, of Mighty Mike. Forging alliances 
isn’t usually Kyle’s style, but it seems he has no 
choice. While Kyle agrees to help, he also has 
another plan: finding out who the Mad Mask is and 
how he got his powers. Because the last thing the 
Azure Avenger needs is another mindless archvillain
hanging around town! 9780545196536 PB $6.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

9+
Welcome to the Hall of Horrors, HorrorLand’s #5:        
Don’t Scream! Jack Harmon finds a cell phone on the school 
bus. He raises the phone to his ear and hears a girl’s voice: “Hi, 
Jack. Don’t scream. I’ve been waiting for you. I’m your new 
friend.” Jack thinks it’s a joke. He tries to end the call, then turn 
the phone off, but the girl’s voice won’t go away: “Don’t make me 
angry, Jack. I’m warning you.” Jack is puzzled and a little 
frightened. He must obey her every wish. She appears in all sorts 
of electronic devices—he can’t escape her. “Don’t scream, Jack. 
I’m just a voice. But you’re going to be my body.” She begins to 
force him to do dangerous things like stealing a laptop from 
school. But Jack finally outwits the voice when she jumps into his 
wristwatch. The school bully has been after that watch all year, so  
Jack finally lets him have it. 9780545289375 PB $5.99 8+
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Showoff

The heroes of Swindle, Zoobreak, and Framed are 
back— and this time, things have gone to the dogs! 
When Luthor goes berserk at a mall dog show, he’s 
accused of ruining the career of the three-time best-
in-show beagle. Griffin always knew that Luthor’s
viciousness was simmering just below the surface—
so why does he feel bad enough to spring him from 
the pound? Griffin and his team have a new plan. 
This one involves New York City, a sinister saboteur, 
a reclusive dog trainer who’s quit the business, an 
international dog show, and a whole lot of red dye. 
But if they pull it off, no one will even notice their 
sting operation...right?

9780545320597 HC $16.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

8+

9780439903455 PB $6.99 9780545125000 PB $6.99 9780545197632 PB $6.99

January 2012



The Moon Over High Street                  
Joe Casimir needed help with the choice he 
had to make. But how do you choose the 
person who will help you choose? Mr. 
Boulderwall, the millionaire, knew exactly what 
he wanted Joe to choose. And millionaires are 
experts at making choices. Well, aren’t they? 
But Vinnie, the number-two man down at 
Sope Electric, didn’t much approve of 
millionaires. He said to Joe, “Listen, kid, all of 
’em act like they’re the only ones with a ticket 
to the show!” But he didn’t have any real 
advice to offer. Joe’s Gran didn’t either, as it 
turned out, and neither did Aunt Myra. The 
good advice was there, though. Right across 
the street. Just waiting right across the street. 
There are a lot of good  things just waiting. 
You’ll see. 9780545376365 HC $15.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

9+

Passages From The Moon Over High Street 

When the world you’re used to, that same old world you thought you knew so well, turns 
itself suddenly upside down, what can you do? Everything comes tumbling off the shelves 
of your expectations; nothing fits anymore. 

“This is Beatrice, Joe,” said Aunt Myra. “She’s just your age.” “Hi,” said Beatrice. As for 
Joe, all he could do was mumble. For Beatrice Sope was beautiful, with a round, clear 
face, and hair as dark and shiny as fine furniture. 

Myra switched on the engine of the car. “Time to head home,” she said. “The sky will have 
to do without us for the rest of tonight.” But the stars—and the moon—would still be there, 
Joe said to himself with satisfaction. They were always there, whether anyone looked at 
them or not.

January 2012



The Last Summer of the Death Warriors When 
Pancho arrives at St. Anthony’s Home, he knows his time there 
will be short: If his plans succeed, he’ll soon be arrested for the 
murder of his sister’s killer. But then he’s assigned to help D.Q., 
whose brain cancer has slowed neither his spirit nor his mouth. 
D.Q. tells Pancho all about his “Death Warrior’s Manifesto,” which 
will help him to live out his last days fully—ideally, he says, with 
the love of the beautiful Marisol. As Pancho tracks down his 
sister’s murderer, he finds himself falling under the influence of 
D.Q. and Marisol, who is everything D.Q. said she would be; and 
he is inexorably drawn to a decision: to honor his sister and her 
death, or embrace the way of the Death Warrior and choose life. 
Nuanced in its characters and surprising in its plot 
developments—both soulful and funny—Last Summer is a buddy 
novel of the highest kind: the story of a friendship that helps two 
young men become all they can be. 9780545151344 PB $9.99

Irises TWO SISTERS: Kate is bound for Stanford 
and an M.D.—if her family will let her go. Mary wants 
only to stay home and paint. When their loving but 
repressive father dies, they must figure out how to 
support themselves and their mother, who is in a 
permanent vegetative state, and how to get along in 
all their uneasy sisterhood. THREE YOUNG MEN: 
Then three men sway their lives: Kate’s boyfriend 
Simon offers to marry her, providing much-needed 
stability. Mary is drawn to Marcos, though she fears 
his violent past. And Andy tempts Kate with more 
than romance, recognizing her ambition because it 
matches his own. ONE AGONIZING CHOICE: Kate 
and Mary each find new possibilities and darknesses
in their sudden freedom. But it’s Mama’s life that 
might divide them for good—the question of if she 
lives, and what’s worth living for. Irises is Francisco x. 
Stork’s most provocative and courageous novel yet.
9780545151351 HC $17.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

14+ 12+
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The Boy Project (Notes and 
Observations of Kara McAllister) Thirteen 
and wildly creative, Kara McAllister just had her best 
idea yet. She’s going to take careful notes on all of the 
boys in her grade (and a few elsewhere) in order to 
answer a seemingly simple question: How can she get 
a boyfriend? But Kara’s project turns out to be a lot 
more complicated than she imagined. Soon there are 
secrets, lies, and an embarrassing incident in the 
boy’s bathroom. Plus, Kara has to deal with mean 
girls, her slightly spacey BFF, and some surprising 
uses for duct tape. Still, if Kara’s research leads her to 
the right boy, everything may just be worth it... Full of 
charts and graphs, heart and humor, this hilarious 
debut will resonate with tweens everywhere.

9780545345156 POB $12.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

9+

What Boys Really Want ….Lita is the writer. Adam is the 
entrepreneur. They are JUST FRIENDS. So Adam would 
never sell copies of a self-help book before he’d even 
written it. And Lita would never try to break up Adam’s 
relationship with Blair, the meanest girl at school. They’d 
never sabotage their friends Emily and Dennis. They’d 
never steal each other’s blog posts. And Adam would 
never end up in a fistfight with Lita’s boyfriend. Nope, 
never. Adam and Lita might never agree on what 
happened, but in this hilarious story from Pete Hautman, 
they manage to give the world a little more insight into 
what boys and girls are really looking for.        
9780545113151 HC $17.99 13+
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Pandemonium As captain of the 
local skullball team, Seifer
Tombchewer is the envy of his 
peers. He’s fast, he’s strong, and he 
flies circles around the competition. 
But Seifer’s always dreamed of 
more —of leaving his tiny, remote 
village for a new life beyond the 
mountains. He just never dreamed it 
would happen like this. Knocked 
unconscious and abducted, Seifer
awakens in the royal palace to learn 
that Prince Talon Pandemonium has 
gone missing. And since Seifer is a 
ringer for Talon, it’s his duty to 
replace the missing royal in his roles 
of diplomat, warrior, and Lord 
Defender of the Realm. He might 
fool Talon’s sisters. He might fool 
Talon’s army. But Seifer has little 
hope of fooling Talon’s enemies…. 
Chris Wooding and debut artist 
Cassandra Diaz team up for a 
classic tale of mistaken identity set 
against the breathtakingly original 
backdrop of the Darkling  Realm. 

9780439877596 PB $11.99 8+

Graphix

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com
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